
Making Learning
and Beautiful 
Work Visible

The real journey of 
discovery consists 
not of seeking new 
landscapes but in 
having new eyes.” – 
Marcel Proust  



The intention of this booklet is to  
inspire quality in both display 

and curation to facilitate learning  



When students, staff and visitors 
walk into our learning space 

what do they notice? 

What does our space 
communicate about who we are 

and what we do?



Welcome to 
my world …



Visible Learning and Teaching 
occurs when teachers see 

learning through the eyes of 
students and help them 

become their own teachers.

John Hattie



Consider 
the Purpose



Consider 
the 

Audience



  Show what great
looks like



  Provide 
information 

and guidance



  It can be 
dynamic and 

just at the 
right height



  Tells you what 
is going on



  Great work can be framed



    Shares our expectations



    Shows a process



Shows how to achieve greatness e.g.     
model redrafting, assessment criteria



Encourages Feedback



Shows development of ideas and thinking



Tells us where we are



Provokes thought



Makes you stop 
and read



Asks a question …



Connects shared 
spaces…



Reflects the 
culture 



Celebrates what we do …



An inspiring quote shared by owl mail



Promotes 
values and 
values effort



Shows work in development 



Shows 
process in 
development 



3-D?
Height?



It is memorable 
and connects to 
strong memories



Highlights 
where you are 

heading



What do you 
notice about 
colour and 
materials?



Sharing 
ideas and 
dreams



Explains 
the process of learning



Shares the process of our 
learning



Can be used 
for any area 

of life



Don’t forget about Maths?



Ah yes, what 
about Maths…



How do 
we 

involve the 
students?



How do they get to curate learning?



Digital 
Screens 
can be 
flexible



What learning 
are you 

supporting? 

Who might 
need this?



Look at infographics



Look outside of 
Schools. Curation 
in a gallery, 
museum,
Street or …



WC …

What really?

Maybe not …

but the real world …



It draws you in…



It reframes the 
everyday …



Order and tools 
can be stunning 
and practical



An expression 
of community 
and peace



The words 
entrance (an 
opening, door 
…) and 
entrance 
(something so 
beautiful you 
have to look) 
are spelt the 
same



How does a classroom become a museum?



How else 
would you 

curate Roman 
shields?



How creatively can you display?



How do 
you use 
spaces 

which get 
taken for 
granted?



How do 
you use an 

artist to 
make an 
idea more 
engaging?



Almost forgot what about 
Maths…



How high can you go?



Is this big enough?



What does 
curation look 
and feel like?



What does 
curation look 
like to a 
reindeer?



What story are you telling?



How can the student feel like an 
artist or designer?



How can I be 
the designer?



Will it stay up?



Does the 
student feel 

valued 
because a 
book has 

been made 
about their 

work?



Does space and curation have a 
moment?



When is there not enough or too 
much?



Is there a balance of purpose?



It can be 
random … 

create 
energy



Is curation a 
bit of a 

chocolate 
tea pot?



Be for big 
boys and 

girls too …



Captures and supports our learning 
…



Reflects team learning too …



Who leads in 
and office 

with this on 
the wall?



What ready 
made 

things might 
be helpful? 

Did I 
mention the 
Maths …



Who needs a map?



What learning 
are you 

supporting? 

Who might 
need this?



Can be a portable teaching 
aid



So what do you want display to do?
Motivate and inspire?

Scaffold or promote learning?

Support the Ethos of the School?

Create engagement?

Tell a story?

or do something else …



Go on a walk around and 
look for ideas



Don’t forget about cats



But keep the most important things 
close to our hearts



Why Display and Curate?



What do you want to capture or 
promote?



How will this be done and by whom?



What Impact will you have?
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